For Video or Image galleries, please click the corresponding hyperlinked photos below:

**2021-22 Season Photos**

![Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater](image1) Photo by Dario Calmese.

**Robert Battle’s 10th Anniversary Photo**

![Artistic Director Robert Battle with members of the Ailey company](image2) Photo by Dario Calmese.

**Artistic Director – Robert Battle**

![Artistic Director Robert Battle](image3) Photo by Andrew Eccles.

**CLICK HERE FOR NYCC 2021 SIZZLE REEL VIDEO.**

**ALVIN AILEY’S REVELATIONS**

[CLICK HERE FOR ALL PHOTOS] [CLICK HERE FOR ALL VIDEOS]

![Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in a reimagining of Alvin Ailey’s Revelations](image4) Photo by Travis Magee.

![Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in a reimagining of Alvin Ailey’s Revelations at Wave Hill Public Garden & Cultural Center](image5) Photo by Travis Magee.

![Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in a reimagining of Alvin Ailey’s Revelations](image6) Photo by Travis Magee.

**2021-22 SEASON WORLD PREMIERES**

**Robert Battle’s For Four**

![Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Robert Battle’s For Four](image7) Photo by Christopher Duggan.

**Jamar Roberts’ Holding Space**

![Ailey’s Chalvar Monteiro and Jacquelin Harris in Jamar Roberts’ Holding Space](image8) Photo by Christopher Duggan.

**CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO**

(B-Roll & “The Making Of” videos)
NEW PRODUCTIONS

**New Productions**

Robert Battle’s *Unfold*

Alley’s Clifton Brown and former member Linda Celeste Sims in Robert Battle’s *Unfold*. Photo by Eduardo Patino.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS *  
*Previous production*

Alvin Ailey’s *Pas de Duke*

Alley’s Jacqueline Green in Alvin Ailey’s *Pas de Duke*. Photo by Pierre Wachholder.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO*  
(Excerpt filmed at the Woolworth Rooftop & 2013 Production B-Roll)

**Returning Favorites**

Alvin Ailey’s *The River*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *The River*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO*  
*2014 Production*

Alvin Ailey’s *Reflections in D*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Matthew Rushing in Alvin Ailey’s *Reflections in D* (previous production), Photo: Eduardo Patino.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS*  
*Previous production*

Alvin Ailey’s *Blues Suite*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *Blues Suite*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS

Alvin Ailey’s *Cry*

Ailey’s Jacqueline Green in Alvin Ailey’s *Cry*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO  
(B-Roll & “The Making of” videos)

Aszure Barton’s *BUSK*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Aszure Barton’s *BUSK*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

Robert Battle’s *Ella*

Ailey’s Jacqueline Harris in Robert Battle’s *Ella*. Photo by Christopher Duggan.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS
Robert Battle’s *In/Side*

Alley’s Jeroboam Bozeman in Robert Battle’s *In/Side.*

Photo by Dario Calmese

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS

---

Rennie Harris’ *Lazarus*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Rennie Harris’ *Lazarus.* Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

(B-Roll & “The Making of” videos)

---

*Love Stories* finale by Robert Battle

*Love Stories* finale, choreographed by Robert Battle.

Photo by Gert Krautbauer

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS

---

Robert Battle’s *Mass*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Robert Battle’s *Mass.* Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEOS

(B-Roll & “The Making of” videos)

---

Alvin Ailey’s *Memoria*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *Memoria.* Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

(B-Roll Video)

---

Jawole Willa Jo Zollar’s *Shelter*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Jawole Willa Jo Zollar’s *Shelter.* Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

---

Robert Battle’s *Takademe*

Alley’s Yannick Lebrun in Robert Battle’s *Takademe.* Photo by Andrew Eccles.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

(B-Roll Video)